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Many people don't understand where this is going if we WIN this war. While the jew's winning will be the funeral wreath of the planet, us winning this war totally will signify much bliss, evolution, and forward advancement for the world.

To be a Spiritual Satanist in such scenario, will mean that people will get at the top, so to say. Satanists will become a privileged caste. Spiritual people will not be hunted down like evil or mad, as in today, but rather be upheld and their gifts recognized. There will be no fear for one's life, one's reputation, etc.

In short, Spiritual Satanists (those who fight to bring this about) will be also the first to benefit from it. Not in an unjust manner such as that of free favors, but indeed, the world as it will be then, will be a million times better than it is now, from the rookie spiritual person, to the grandmaster. All others are also included in this.

Let's call this world…Natural but Golden Age type of society…To make some rough estimations…

Some of the things the Gods want to eradicate, are world pollution, impoverishment, homelessness, lack of spirituality, culture, and generally, they will rectify the planet. We can actually, if the jews are defeated sooner than later, re-create the planet from scratch, and possibly with far more Eco-friendly technology, bring this planet back to a complete normal. This will take some time, but paradise can really return.

No subhuman scum like the enemy jews right now, will be able to destroy the planet, destroy the seas, burn the forests down for no reason, and kill people just for the sake of it. These things will be met with extreme punishments, beyond the realm of simple mortality or death, or imprisonment. As one could see in ALL PAGAN PEOPLE, their first concern was the earth and the cultivation of the planet.

This madness of destroying the planet is recent and is a reptilian invention. The enemy wants the planet to 'warm up' and become extremely hot (not even like Africa, almost burning hot) and as thus they promote technologies like the Nuclear explosions, fill the air with Carbon, and wipe out the earth's ozone layer, which will kill all humans, no matter how 'black' they are.

As for spiritual ignorance, if the enemy goes down, people need not concern themselves about the 'Goyim' or those who just Hoover right now in the middle of ignorance. There will be no 'punishments' for people for just being retarded, but there will be punishments for purposeful retardation, such as deadly ignorance. These people will quickly follow suit with those in power, and spirituality, even if not 'forced', will become mandatory in the world where the Gods rule.

People like Tesla will be revered as semi-Gods and they will not be busy trying to see if
someone wants to kill them, subdue them, or leave them dying from Hunger in a hotel. They will be allowed to fully exercise their power to make humanity better, as Tesla did with the returning electric current, or like the inventor of the Internet did with the Internet, and so forth.

Freedom will be total; so far things don't promote the reptilians or the enemy in any way, or alien invading life forms. In short, we will work towards really setting humanity free, without wrecking and weakening down humanity beyond recognition as the 'future' of the enemy where people are made into cyborgs, dependent on a computer centralized in Israel.

The Age of Aquarius without jews, will be age of extreme knowledge, spirituality, and highest wisdom, but also true humanitarianism without the false qualms of helping parasites and people who are purely deadly, so to say, to themselves and to other people.

Not that of misplaced and crappy mercy, but sensible and level-headed one, that is generous where it's due, and not only on behalf of agenda, like the jews. All those who will want to spiritually or otherwise advance, will be able to. From the leader of the nation to the leaders of the smallest village, people will have, and we will work for it, to be the best.

Healthy co-operation between people and races will exist, same as sharing technology advancements, and all sorts of uplifting things. There will be low tolerance for people who are evil, in the sense of ruining the planet, acting negatively towards children or animals, and everyone, from birth, will be handed over the chance to advance spiritually.

Fog will also, as far as our advances allow, completely give in. People will actually have a choice, to an extent of their evolution, PLUS civilization, to get somewhere in their existence and life. People just being numbers will completely cease. This is not to say false promises that all people will be kings, far from it, but of course, all these billions of jewish obstacles people experience today for the absolute necessities will cease.

Geniuses, controlled by us and spiritual masters at the top, same as leaders and ministers, will look for the best of the people that they rule. Therefore 'corruption' and jewish mentality will end. No longer will be leaders' parasites and cancers upon the people. They will be only positive influences.

Most if not all hangups that people are born with, which make them feel really negatively about themselves, or really fearful, will give place and melt in the understanding of one's race, community and people as part of one's self. The Gods will balance individuality and the world in a sane way.

Criminality more than likely, when all these advances happen, will cease existing to a high extent, not because of tyrannical rule, but because most reasons that lead to crimes will no longer exist.

We do not say we will overthrow nature or make any other such promises. These things will take time, but it will be extremely easy, like in the Golden Age, to do so, if the enemy
goes down. From there on we can have a global spiritual community and uplift humanity very fast, especially by having the correct ministers in the physical realm. In short, everyone will have to do their part, and it will not happen out of nowhere.

With the enemy removed from all spheres of public life, things will shockingly skyrocket for humanity. We are talking advances in 15 and 20 years that haven't happened in the last century.

It goes beyond saying that no Spiritual Satanist will be hopeless, striving to meet 'ends' and other things which are now consuming the whole life of people for no (((reason))) whatsoever. This is a purposeful system for the enemy.

The massive population of the planet can guarantee that many people will be working, and to tackle unemployment (The enemy wants people replaced by robots for example) we will just replace all jobs with humans who are alive, get a decent pay, and have time to have a life experience, rather than only working 24/7 like slaves. Workaholics will be easy to work.

It will NOT be a world of false mercy and false freebies, but for one to survive, it will take just raising a hand to, you know, do a duty, even if it means cleaning a street or something. Everyone will fall into this in accordance to their soul development, talents etc., and everyone will have 'social mobility'. If wisdom and power etc., do grow, the person will not remain stuck in the bottom of the food chain for no reason other than Jewish insanity.

Buying and selling will not be based only in "Shekels" and one's ability to scam other people and so forth. It will be based on creativity. Nobody who gives an input to society will be without any input into them.

Do not forget our purpose is NOT to take down the jews only- but to actually rebuild this world after this is done, and completely set a foundation so that humanity will never have to endure these things again.

Lastly, do not forget. Nothing of these things is "DISTANT". The National Socialists, well before the Age of Aquarius, excluded the jews from public life, and they saved a completely broken country in a few years, making it from a country based on terror and war, roads filled with hungry and corpses, into the paradise and free nation of their time. In short, if willingness is there, these things can easily happen.

To put it bluntly, all the forces of civilization which now point Downwards and towards Decay, will be focused exactly in the opposite direction, that of betterment, advancement, and improvement.

This is what happens if we win. If we don't, forget about it, and we might as well forget about this planet, our freedoms, and everything that is up to here. We will turn into a wasteland, and unfortunately, this is already happening.

The time is closing in where Humanity has only TWO choices to take. Either go through a more eternal, balanced and advanced future with the help of the Gods, where people live
for eternity and will in the end escape the snare of 'time' too... Or become a reptilian wasteland, filled with excrement, evil and corruption, where continents are trash-bins, focused on nothing for the future and nothing in particular but the production of slaves, a place where every minute is filled with anguish and panic, as it is today for so many people...

We have to make our choice...